As an important step towards bootstrapping the Semantic Web, many efforts have been made to extract triples from Wikipedia because of its wide coverage, good organization and rich knowledge. One kind of important triples is about Wikipedia articles and their non-isa properties, e.g. (Beijing, country, China). Previous work has tried to extract such triples from Wikipedia infoboxes, article text and categories. The infobox-based and text-based extraction methods depend on the infoboxes and suffer from a low article coverage. In contrast, the categorybased extraction methods exploit the widespread categories. However, they rely on predefined properties, which is too effort-consuming and explores only very limited knowledge in the categories. This paper automatically extracts properties and triples from the less explored Wikipedia categories so as to achieve a wider article coverage with less manual effort. We manage to realize this goal by utilizing the syntax and semantics brought by super-sub category pairs in Wikipedia. Our prototype implementation outputs about 10M triples with a 12-level confidence ranging from 47.0% to 96.4%, which cover 78.2% of Wikipedia articles. Among them, 1.27M triples have confidence of 96.4%. Applications can on demand use the triples with suitable confidence.
Introduction
Extracting as much semantic data as possible from the Web is an important step towards bootstrapping the Semantic Web. Many efforts have been made to extract triples from Wikipedia because of its wide coverage of domains and good organization of contents. More importantly, Wikipedia embraces the power of collaborative editing to harness collective intelligence, which results in rich knowledge from its articles, categories and infoboxes. Table 1 shows the volume of the rich knowledge contained in English Wikipedia 1 . One kind of important triples is about Wikipedia articles and their non-isa properties, e.g. (Beijing, country, China). As each article corresponds to an entity, such triples capture the non-isa properties of entities, thus are quite useful to the Semantic Web. Despite the rich knowledge contained in Wikipedia, difficulties exist in extracting such triples. The key challenge is to extract properties and values for the articles. Previous work has tried to extract them from Wikipedia infoboxes, article text and categories [4, 11, 12, 14] . The infobox-based extraction method [4] took advantage of user-edited properties and values in the Wikipedia infobox templates. As an enhancement, the text-based extraction method [14] extracted more values from the article text according to cleaned infobox properties. However, their problem is the low article coverage. As shown in Table 1 , only 44.2% articles have infoboxes. In contrast, the Wikipedia category system has a much higher coverage of 80.6%. Therefore, triples extracted from the categories tend to be more diverse concerning the entities. However, previous category-based extraction methods [11, 12] relied on manually specifying regular expressions corresponding to each predefined relation to match category names. This is too effort-consuming, especially considering the large number of relation types. As a result, a large portion of knowledge in the categories remains unexplored.
In this paper, we focus on automatically extracting properties and triples from the less explored Wikipedia categories so as to achieve a wider article coverage with less manual effort. The key challenge is then how to automatically extract for a category the property and value shared by its articles. Given a single category, e.g. "Category:Songs by Pat Ballard", it is very difficult for machines to understand that the songs in this category (e.g. "Mr. Sandman") are written by Pat Ballard, let alone to automatically extract any property. Fortunately, the hierarchical structure of Wikipedia categories provides hints for this. Given that "Category:Songs by Pat Ballard" has a supercategory "Category:Songs by songwriter", it is now much easier for machines to extract "songwriter" as property and "Pat Ballard" as value for those songs. Then, triples can be created as ("Mr. Sandman", songwriter, "Pat Ballard"). The syntax and semantics brought by super-sub category pairs makes it possible to automatically extract structured data from the unstructured category names.
Based on this idea, we accomplish an automatic extraction of triples from Wikipedia categories, which is beyond the ability of previous category-based extraction. Besides, it complements methods extracting triples from other sources such as infoboxes and text. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
-We originally observe the semantics of Wikipedia category pairs for extracting properties and values of articles. Two kinds of helpful category pairs are summarized: 1) category pairs containing both explicit property and explicit value, e.g. "Category:Songs by artist"-"Category:The Beatles songs", with "artist" as property and "The Beatles" as value; 2) category pairs containing explicit value but implicit property, e.g. "Category:Rock songs"-"Category:British rock songs", with "British" as value yet no property. -We propose methods to automatically extract triples based on the two kinds of helpful category pairs. Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies are employed to extract the explicit properties and values from the category names. To determine the implicit property in the latter case, we propose a voting strategy that resorts to the semantics of articles in a category. Finally, after reasoning out the complete articles belonging to a category using category hierarchies, triples are created with articles in the category, the extracted properties, and the extracted values. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work and Section 3 describes our extraction methods. Then, the experiment and evaluation of our methods are presented in Section 4. Finally, we discuss the pros and cons of our methods in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
There are several other systems extracting information about articles and relations from Wikipedia. Auer et al. initiated the DBpedia project that originally extracted information from the infoboxes and encapsulated it in triples for advanced queries [5] . The project successfully extracted 18M infobox triples, after being further developed [4] . However, the fact that only about 44.2% articles have infoboxes results in that only a minor portion of articles are covered by these infobox triples. Contrary to DBpedia, Catriple relies on categories that cover about 80.6% articles to extract triples. Wu et al. described the Kylin system [14] which enhanced the infobox data by extracting triples from article text. Different from Catriple in which properties are extracted from categories, Kylin depends on cleaned infobox schemata to determine the properties for triple extraction. The authors also made further efforts to create a clean infobox ontology [15] so as to better organize the extracted triples. Nguyen et al. extracted relations from articles by utilizing the syntactic and semantic information [7] . However, it only focused on a limited number of predefined relations between entities. Other studies about extracting relations from article text include [13, 6] .
Suchanek et al. developed YAGO [11, 12] , a large ontology derived from the categories, infoboxes of Wikipedia and the taxonomic relations of WordNet.
Their work is the most similar to ours in respect of extracting triples from Wikipedia categories. However, obvious distinctions exist. First, YAGO primarily focuses on isa relations, while Catriple targets non-isa relations. Second, YAGO requires much human effort to specify the relations (e.g., locatedIn) and the corresponding patterns (e.g., "Mountains|Rivers in (.*)"), while Catriple automatically extracts relations from the categories. Third, YAGO uses information in individual categories for triple extraction, while Catriple additionally utilizes the semantics of category pairs to enable an automatic triple extraction.
When property and value are extracted for a category, triples can be created for the articles in the category with the same property and value. How about the articles in the subcategories? If the category system is a taxonomy with fullyfledged subsumption hierarchy, the property and value can also be applied to the articles in the subcategories. Otherwise, there will be risk to do that. Ponzetto et al. [8] found that Wikipedia categories actually do not form a fully-fledged subsumption hierarchy, but only a thematically organized thesaurus. They proposed methods to derive a large scale taxonomy from Wikipedia by distinguishing between isa and non-isa relations in Wikipedia's category network. Based on this Wikipedia Taxonomy, the authors further proposed an automatic method to distinguish instances and classes [18] . We directly use their publicly available results to create triples about articles in the subcategories.
Catriple utilizes the good features and rich semantics of the Wikipedia category system to extract triples. There are many other interesting applications of the category system. We list some representative ones here. Yu et al. [16] argued that the category system is equivalent to a simple ontology and conducted ontology evaluation based on it. Ponzetto and Strube [9, 10] computed semantic relatedness by taking the category system as a semantic network. Zesch and Gurevych [17] conducted a graph-theoretic analysis of the category system and concluded that it can be used for NLP tasks.
Methods
To realize an automatic extraction of triples from Wikipedia categories, the key challenge is how to automatically extract for a category the property and value shared by its articles. Then triples can be easily created with articles in the category, the extracted property, and the extracted value. Hereinafter, we call such an extracted pair (property, value) a label of the category.
Inspired by the fact that people would learn a new category in Wikipedia through its category system, we observed the syntax and semantics of category pairs for automatically extracting labels for categories. We have discovered two kinds of helpful category pairs: 1) category pairs containing both explicit property and explicit value, e.g. "Category:Songs by artist"-"Category:The Beatles songs". It is easy to extract "artist" as property and "The Beatles" as value for the subcategory; 2) category pairs containing explicit value but implicit property, e.g. "Category:Rock songs"-"Category:British rock songs". It is easy to extract "British" as value for the subcategory, yet without property. Based on this observation, we propose methods for an automatic categorybased extraction of triples. Fig. 1 shows the workflow. First, we analyze the category names using NLP technologies and summarize some helpful patterns of category pairs. Second, rules are proposed w.r.t. these name patterns to extract the explicit properties and values for categories. Third, to determine the implicit property given explicit value for a category, we propose a voting strategy that resorts to the semantics of articles in the category. Finally, when creating triples about articles given a category with the extracted property and value, we leverage category hierarchies to infer the complete articles belonging to the category. In the following, we will describe each step in a subsection in more detail.
Step1: Recognizing Useful Name Patterns
To automatically identify the helpful category pairs, we analyze the category names using NLP technologies and induce some useful name patterns.
First, we pick out property-contained category names (PCCN) and valuecontained category names (VCCN). By observing the Wikipedia category system, we find that users tend to organize many category pairs using patterns "X BY Z"-"Y X" (e.g. "Category:Songs by artist"-"Category:The Beatles songs") and "X BY Z"-"X PREP Y" ("Category:Songs by theme"-"Category:Songs about divorce"). These patterns were also identified as expressing is-refined-by relations between categories and were discarded for deriving the subsumption hierarchy [8] . However, they have better structured the category system, thus are very useful in our task. The by phrase can act as an indication of PCCN (e.g. "Category:Songs by artist" and "Category:Songs by theme", with "artist" and "theme" as properties). The noun phrase or prepositional phrase can act as an indication of VCCN (e.g. "Category:The Beatles songs" and "Category:Songs about divorce", with "The Beatles" and "divorce" as values). Then, helpful category pairs can be recognized using the following name patterns: -Pattern1: by-prep, which means the supercategory is a PCCN with by phrase and the subcategory is a VCCN with prepositional phrase, e.g. "Category: Songs by theme"-"Category:Songs about divorce"; -Pattern2: by-noun, which means the supercategory is a PCCN with by phrase and the subcategory is a VCCN with noun phrase, e.g. "Category:Songs by artist"-"Category:The Beatles songs"; -Pattern3: *-prep except by-prep, which means the subcategory is a VCCN with prepositional phrase and the supercategory is not a PCCN, e.g. "Category:Songs"-"Category:Songs from films"; -Pattern4: *-noun except by-noun, which means the subcategory is a VCCN with noun phrase and the supercategory is not a PCCN, e.g. "Category:Rock songs"-"Category:British rock songs";
Note that the usefulness of these four patterns depends on the correctness of the subsumption relationships between the category pairs. Yet, category pairs in Wikipedia do not always have subsumption relationships, e.g. "Category:Songs"-"Category:Song forms". To guarantee the correctness, we restrict to pairs of categories sharing the same lexical head. This restriction also plays an important role in the value extraction for Pattern2 and Pattern4 in Step2.
To recognize the preposition for Pattern1 and Pattern3, we use OpenNLP [1] to get the part-of-speech tags of the category names first. The tagged prepositions are then checked by a list of creditable prepositions collected from Wikipedia. We believe this would lead to a higher precision.
To parse the lexical head of category names, we use both Stanford Parser [3] and OpenNLP [1] to provide a dual fail-safe result. Only noun head is accepted. Whenever encountering a non-noun head, we remove it from the category name and repeat the head finding process. Considering that a plural noun head may be wrongly identified as a verb, we first get the stem of a category name using Porter stemmer [2] , and then feed it to Stanford Parser [3].
Step2: Extracting Explicit Properties and Values
According to the name patterns of category pairs in Step1, we propose the following rules to extract the explicit properties and values for the subcategory.
-Rule-p: for Pattern1 and Pattern2, extract the by phrase in the supercategory as property, e.g. "theme" in "Category:Songs by theme" and "artist" in "Category:Songs by artist"; -Rule-v1: for Pattern1 and Pattern3, extract the prepositional phrase in the subcategory as value, e.g. "divorce" in "Category:Songs about divorce" and "films" in "Category:Songs from films"; -Rule-v2: for Pattern2 and Pattern4, extract the extra modifier of the head in the noun phrase of the subcategory w.r.t. the supercategory as value, e.g. "The Beatles" in "Category:The Beatles songs" and "British" in "Category:British rock songs";
The basic idea of the rules is simple, yet a special case needs to be considered. In Rule-v1, the prepositional phrase in the subcategory may be a by phrase. Some by phrases are useful for value extraction, e.g. "Category:Songs by songwriter"-" Category:Songs by Richard Adler", while others are not, e.g. "Category:Songs by genre"-"Category:Rock songs by subgenre". It is easy for human to recognize the two cases, by understanding that "subgenre" is a property instead of a value. Yet it is much more difficult for machines. By looking into the content of the subcategory, we find that there will be mostly subcategories instead of articles, if the by phrase is a property. Besides, we can leverage existing properties in infoboxes to do a double check. Thereby, our strategy for this case is that we judge the by phrase useful for value extraction if two conditions are satisfied: 1) the number of its articles is larger than ten times of the number of its subcategories; 2) the by phrase is not contained in the properties collected from DBpedia infobox triples. In this way, "Richard Adler" is extracted successfully as a value (0 subcategories, 7 articles, and no such property in infobox), while "subgenre" is eliminated (16 subcategories and 0 articles).
Step3: Voting Implicit Properties
Since category pairs of Pattern1-2 contain both explicit properties and values, we can already derive labels for their subcategories after Step2. However, to derive labels for subcategories in Pattern3-4, we face a problem of discovering the implicit property given the explicit value for a category.
Considering that the implicit property and explicit value are shared by all articles in the category, we try to solve the problem by gathering the semantics of those articles through existing triples about them. We propose a voting strategy, which elects the property with the maximum frequency in existing triples that contain the given value and are about articles in the given category. Currently, the DBpedia infobox triples are leveraged in this voting process, since the size is very large and also rich properties and values are contained.
The best implementation for the voting strategy is to build a Local Value Pool, which is a database where key=category+value, data=property+frequency. In each data item, the frequency denotes the number of triples about articles in the category that contain the property and the value. Then, given category c and value v, we can easily get the property with the maximum frequency satisfying key=c + v in the Local Value Pool.
However, this realization is too time-and space-consuming, so we use an approximate implementation that builds a Global Value Pool and a Local Property Pool. Literally, "Local" indicates the context of a certain category, while "Global" means no restriction. The Global Value Pool is a database where key=value, data=property+frequency. In each data item, the frequency denotes the number of triples about any article that contain the property and the value. The Local Property Pool is a database where key=category, data=property. Each data item denotes that there are triples with the property and about articles in the category. Then, given category c and value v, the frequency for a property satisfying key=v in the Global Value Pool becomes the property's votes. A vote is valid if the corresponding property exists in the Local Property Pool satisfying key=c. We choose the property with the maximum valid votes as result.
For example, from "Category:Songs"-"Category:Video game songs", we can extract the explicit value "Video game" for the subcategory. Then by querying the Global Value Pool with value "Video game", we can get the properties and the corresponding frequencies as S1={industry(39), products(32), genre(16), type (14), ...}. By querying the Local Property Pool with "Category:Video game songs", we can get the properties as S2={type, genre, title, format, ...}. Finally, "genre" is chosen as the result property because it has the maximum valid votes, i.e. the maximum frequency in S1 among the properties in S2.
This can be seen as a narrow voting. We further propose a broad voting that refines it by considering more contextual information. Note that in Pattern1-2, all the subcategories of a supercategory share a property, only with different values. By inspecting category pairs of Pattern3-4, we observe similar phenomenon in most cases. Therefore, we take this phenomenon as an assumption. Then, to determine the implicit property shared by all the subcategories of a supercategory, we first sum up for a property the valid votes from all the subcategories, and then choose the property with the maximum valid votes. This broad voting strategy would combine the valid votes from siblings to help discover the correct property for a category. An example showing its contribution is as follows:
•"Education in China"-"Education in Macau" | country(18) | Macau;
•"Education in China"-"Education in Macau" | city(7) | Macau;
•"Education in China"-"Education in Nanjing" | city(9) | Nanjing;
•"Education in China"-"Education in Suzhou" | city(2) | Suzhou;
•"Education in China"-"Education in Hangzhou" | city(6) | Hangzhou; By narrow voting, given category "Category:Education in Macau" and value "Macau", the wrong property "country" will be chosen since it has the maximum valid votes of 18. However, by broad voting based on the assumption, the correct property "city" will be elected since it has the maximum valid votes of 24.
Step4: Creating Triples about Articles
Until now, we have derived labels for the subcategories in all the four patterns. Based on these labels, we can generate triples about articles. Yet a basic problem is to get the articles belonging to a category. Although Wikipedia contains more than 6M basic article-category pairs, different category hierarchies would lead to different results after reasoning out the complete article-category pairs.
For this issue, we compare three different hierarchies: Null Hierarchy (NH), Wikipedia Hierarchy (WH), and Wikipedia Taxonomy (WT). The Null Hierarchy denotes no category pair at all. The Wikipedia Hierarchy denotes the complete super-sub category pairs in Wikipedia. The Wikipedia Taxonomy denotes the category pairs with subsumption relationships produced by [8] . Table 2 shows their sizes.
Based on these hierarchies, we then infer the complete articles of a category. However, it is too time-consuming to do reasoning about articles. So, we do reasoning about labels instead. First, we build a Label Pool, which is a database where key=category, data=property+value. Each data item denotes a label for the category. Then, the Label Pool will be enlarged by propagating labels along the category hierarchies. Finally, for each article, we get all the labels of its categories from the enlarged Label Pool and generate triples. For example (as shown in Fig. 1 ), the label (country, British) of "Category:British rock songs" will be propagated to its subcategory "Category:The Beatles songs" by WH. The article "Hey Jude" will then get this label and form a triple ("Hey Jude", country, British).
Experiments

Evaluation
Based on the different choices in Step1 and Step4, i.e. four patterns and three category hierarchies, Catriple has actually produced 12 methods for final triple extraction. To evaluate the precision of the triples extracted by our methods (we call them Catriple triples), we use the manual evaluation method in [12] as a reference. For each evaluation, we randomly select 500 Catriple triples and manually judge whether they are correct. Note that Null Hierarchy is included by Wikipedia Taxonomy, and Wikipedia Taxonomy is included by Wikipedia Hierarchy. To get a more accurate investigation of their specific impacts on performance, we did our evaluation on the extra labels and extra triples generated by them, namely NH, WT−NH and WH−WT. Table 3 shows the performance of each method. We can see that some methods achieve very good results, while some get only poor results. First, when looking horizontally, we can find that for all patterns, NH achieves the best performance, followed by WT−NH and then WH−WT. According to our analysis, errors in Step4 are due to three reasons: 1) Wrong labels created in Step1-3 are propagated to subcategories, e.g. a wrong label (country, science) created in Step3 by Pattern3 for "Category:Historiography of science" is propagated to its 8 subcategories and generates about 2000 incorrect triples by WH; 2) Correct labels are propagated to wrong subcategories, e.g. a correct label (topic, science) created in Step2 by Pattern1 for "Category:History of science" are propagated to its wrong subcategory "Category:Living People" and generates more than 5000 incorrect triples by WH; 3) Incorrect triples are created by wrong article-category pairs, e.g. a wrong triple ('Willow and Wind, director, Abbas Kiarostami) is created as a result of the wrong categorization of article "Willow and Wind" into "Category:Films directed by Abbas Kiarostami" (Abbas Kiarostami is actually its writer but not its director). Since the number of errors produced by a category hierarchy depends on its quality, this result indicates that NH has the best quality, followed by WT and then WH. The fact that Wikipedia leaf categories and article-category pairs have a high quality is also observed in [12] . The fact that WH reflects merely thematic structure of articles and not suitable for inference is also discussed in [12, 8] . Since WT is a subsumption hierarchy derived from WH [8] , its quality lies between NH and WH. Next, when looking at Table 3 vertically, we can see that for all category systems, Pattern1-2 achieve better performance than Pattern3-4. The difference is that in Step2 and Step3, Pattern1-2 extract the explicit property while Pattern3-4 vote the implicit property. This indicates that voting implicit properties produces more incorrect triples than extracting explicit properties. By inspecting the false positives in Pattern3-4, we found two causes for the errors: 1) the approximate implementation by the Global Value Pool and Local Property Pool instead of the Local Value Pool, e.g. given category "Category:Cities in Ontario" and value "Ontario", property "birthplace(874)" is wrongly elected since it has the maximum valid votes in the Global Value Pool, instead of "province(469)". However, in the Local Value Pool, "province" would have larger frequency than "birthplace". 2) the assumption that all the subcategories of a supercategory share a property, e.g. a wrong label (country, science) is elected based on the assumption in the following case:
•"Historiography"-"Historiography of the United States" | country(538) | the United States •"Historiography"-"Historiography of India" | country(1793) | India •"Historiography"-"Historiography of science" | genre(44) | science Compared to Pattern3-4, much fewer errors are produced by Pattern1-2, thanks to the more well-formed structure owned by their category pairs. The few errors mainly come from wrong article-category pairs, and value extractions, e.g. a wrong label (year, the 1999 cricket world cup) is extracted from "Category:World Cup cricketers by year"-"Category:Cricketers at the 1999 Cricket World Cup".
Besides, we can see that generally, Pattern1 gets higher precision than Pattern2, while Pattern3 gets higher precision than Pattern4. The difference is that in Step2, Pattern1 and Pattern3 extract value from the subcategory's prepositional phrase while Pattern2 and Pattern4 from the subcategory's noun phrase. This indicates that the possibility of deriving correct triples is higher with value extracted from prepositional phrase than from noun phrase. The reason may be that Wikipedia categories with prepositional phrases are trimmed and organized better than those with noun phrases. Therefore, they better conform with the assumption that all the subcategories of a supercategory share a property. Yet, there is a major exception that Pattern3 with WH−WT has the worst performance among all the methods. By inspecting its false positives, we found the reason is that some particular errors created in the voting step of Pattern3 are greatly enlarged by WH. From the 265 incorrect triples, we found 106 incorrect triples are created by the wrong label (country, science).
As for the size of triples generated by each method, it depends on how many category pairs are covered by the pattern, how many labels are successfully extracted, how many labels are propagated along the category hierarchy, and how many articles are covered by the categories with labels. Table 4 shows some other statistics for each method, which gives an indication of the size of triples generated. Note that it is possible that no property is elected in Pattern3-4 as a result of zero valid votes. Although Pattern3-4 cover more category pairs than Pattern1-2, their workable category pairs are less (from which labels can be successfully extracted). Therefore, they generate less triples.
Output
Triples extracted by our methods are tagged with the empirically estimated confidence values in the above evaluation. Our prototype implementation outputs about 10M triples concerning non-isa properties and covering 78.2% of Wikipedia articles with a 12-level confidence ranging from 47.0% to 96.4%. Among them, 1.27M triples have confidence of 96.4%. Applications can on demand use the triples with suitable confidence. The output triples and detailed experimental results can be downloaded from our website 2 . Since it takes less than 12 hours to complete all the methods, Catriple is efficient enough to run on a daily basis for generating triples from Wikipedia categories.
It is interesting to compare Catriple triples with existing extracted triples. When comparing with DBpedia infobox triples, two kinds of Catriple triples are interesting: the shared triples and the new triples. For this goal, we introduce correct equal-property triples and article-without-infobox triples in the following. A Catriple triple (a, p, v) is defined as an "article-without-infobox triple" if there exists no infobox triples associated with article a. Fig. 2 shows the proportions of these two kinds of triples in Catriple output. We can see that Catriple triples and infobox triples have little overlap. Pattern3-4 have more overlap than Pattern1-2, as they have maximally reused the properties in infobox triples during the voting process. More importantly, among all the methods, about 40% of Catriple triples concern articles that have no infobox triples. This indicates that our category-based extraction well complements the infobox-based extraction by contributing triples covering more articles.
We also compare the properties of Catriple triples with infobox triples and YAGO triples. Table 5 shows the properties with top 20 frequencies and the total number of properties in each data set. We use Catriple triples with confidence of top 9 levels to compute the statistics. It can be seen that most Catriple triples are about location, human, genre and time. They are built based on the knowledge contained in categories, thus reflect users' interested characteristics of articles and their request for navigation through Wikipedia. By contrast, the properties of infobox triples are very diverse and even chaotic, since they are collected from human edited key attributes and values in each article. Differently, YAGO triples enjoy clear semantics since they are extracted by human specified patterns according to each predefined relation. Yet, this results in only few properties.
Discussion and Future Work
The evaluation results show the strengths of our methods. We find that using super-sub category pairs for triple extraction is very important and effective, since it can largely leverage the valuable syntax and semantics within the Wikipedia category system. Based on category pairs, general patterns can be induced for automatic triple extraction, which require less manual effort and concern more categories than specific patterns. The large number of the extracted triples as well as the wide article coverage verify the effectiveness of our methods. Also, patterns exploiting better structure of category pairs lead to better performance. As Pattern1-2 (explicit properties and explicit values) leverage a more well-formed structure than Pattern3-4 (implicit properties and explicit values), they achieve better performance. Furthermore, our methods are expected to be more effective to the future Wikipedia, since an analysis of different Wikipedia versions (2007-7-16, 2007-10-23, 2008-1-3) shows that the coverage of category pairs by our methods increases with time. Thanks to the anonymous editors, the categories are being trimmed and organized better and better. The evaluation results also reveal some deficiencies of our methods. We find that few errors occur in Step1-2 and most errors occur in Step3 (for Pattern3-4) and Step4 (for Pattern1-2). This indicates that Step3-4 become the bottleneck for the accuracy of the extracted triples. Therefore, improvements in deriving the correct implicit properties and subsumption hierarchy would be very important for improving the results. Besides, we currently summarize seven patterns and rules in Step1-2 to enable the automatic triple extraction. Although it largely increases the article coverage and reduces the manual effort w.r.t. previous work, it is still limited to explore the full knowledge in Wikipedia categories. Machine learning methods are prospective for automatic generation of patterns and rules. We will make deeper investigations and try them to go further.
Applications
The data extracted by our methods complements existing semantic web data which is the basis for advanced applications and realization of the Semantic Web. It can be used in many applications, e.g. realizing faceted search for Wikipedia, enhancing Wikipedia infobox and category system. Since not only explicit properties but also implicit properties are derived from Wikipedia categories, the data can be used to explore invisible relationships between categories as well.
First, Catriple triples can be a good data set for faceted browsing and search. This advantage comes from that they are generated from Wikipedia categories which define characteristics and help users navigate through Wikipedia. An online demo of faceted search for Wikipedia based on the data is available at our website (as mentioned in Section 4.2). A friendly faceted search interface is provided for users to improve their access to the large Wikipedia knowledge base. Starting with a keyword search, users can get both result articles and faceted information (e.g. the properties and values for the result articles). This enables users to stepwise refine their search results through different dimensions.
Besides, Catriple triples can also be used to enrich the infobox data. From the correct equal-property triples, we can pick a set of trusted labels for categories. Then, the trusted triples created can be directly used to enrich the infobox data (37.7% of the 4M trusted triples are new to infobox data). Furthermore, with the help of Catriple, we can possibly link categories to infobox attributes. For example, through its label (year,2008),"Category:2008 films" can be linked to infobox attribute "released" and value "2008". In this way, Catriple can be used to bridge infoboxes and categories. The integration of infobox-based properties and category-based properties will produce better structure for Wikipedia.
Conclusion
This paper presents Catriple, a system which automatically extracts triples about Wikipedia articles and non-isa properties from Wikipedia categories. By employing a domain independent extraction based on widespread categories, the extracted triples cover a wide range of articles. The extraction is also relation independent, thus it requires no human efforts to predefine relations. In sum, we make the following contributions: 1) We observe the semantics of Wikipedia category pairs for extracting properties and values. Helpful category pairs are discovered which contain explicit/implicit properties and explicit values. 2) We propose methods enabling an automatic extraction of triples based on the helpful category pairs. NLP technologies are employed to extract the explicit properties and values from the category names. A voting strategy resorting to the semantics of articles in a category is used to decide the implicit property. 3) We output about 10M triples with confidence of 12 levels from 47.0% to 96.4%, which cover 78.2% of Wikipedia articles. Among them, 1.27M triples have confidence of 96.4%. Applications can on demand use the triples with suitable confidence.
